AdvancedBOL
AdvancedBOL beneﬁts:

AdvancedBOL:
Digital Shipping Document Management
Driving intelligent inbound / outbound processes
One of the most important shipping documents,
the bill of lading determines legal liability, freight
ownership and establishes responsibility for freight.
Digitized bill of ladings enable the intelligent
enterprise by eliminating paper, reducing errors,
letting you create Advance Ship Notices faster,
simplifying the claims-ﬁling process, reducing
chargebacks, and helping you gain control of a
paper-laden process that's plagued by costcontainment issues.

Simplify Shipping Logistics and Improve Accuracy
Empower dock employees to capture pertinent data right at the dock. Use our mobile app
to record trailer numbers, seal numbers, carrier, and other data that helps to simplify
shipping logistics, improve efﬁciencies, and reduce shipping errors.
Generate/ Capture Bill of Ladings at the Dock
Because they're generated as trucks are loaded,
digitized bill of ladings always include updated
information. Dock employees can generate a bill of
lading, use signature capture to generate a signed
bill of lading, ﬁle and distribute in seconds. Paperbased copies at receiving or shipping are also
scanned easily and retained.
Prove Load Validation and Store External
Documents
AdvancedBOL lets you capture incoming/outgoing
load photos, retain, distribute for customer/supplier
compliance and claims validation, all easily
accessible within SAP.

www.AdvSolutionPros.com/AdvancedBOL

Using AdvancedBOL, you can:
Leverage Centralized Controls Via SAP Conﬁguration Rules
Companies subject to Sarbanes-Oxley Compliance can set pickup and delivery rules that
provide the necessary controls, all of which are also extended to mobile devices.
Utilize Standard or Custom Bill of Lading Formats

“

Customer Testimonial

“Until now, we kept

paper copies in the
shipping ofﬁce. I don't

“

think we could have

found a copy of a bill of

lading if we needed it.

Having it all in SAP
makes it easier to

access and saves us

time and money." --

Shipping Manager for a
Tier 1 Automotive
Supplier.
Support for Most SAP Versions
· SAP ECC
· SAP S/4 HANA
· SAP Cloud

Ready to Put an End to Filing, Copying, and Managing Printed Bills of Lading?
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